
Deepavali 2021

Festivities Project
Plus-size linen shirts

NuLife’s Festivities Project was given an additional dimension with the distribution of linen shirts to plus-size

male beneficiaries. The distribution, kick-started during Ramadan (in anticipation of Hari Raya) continued

through the festive seasons of Deepavali and Christmas. A wide range of high-quality linen shirts in an

attractive array of colours were distributed to carefully identified male beneficiaries or the male spouses,

parent or siblings resident with our female beneficiaries in the same household.  

We are, yet again, grateful to our donors: their generous contributions enabled our attempt to focus on this

largely overlooked section of society, whose sartorial choices are more often than not limited by their need

for larger than normal sizes. In doing so, we hope to have shed some light on the need for body positivity in

an increasingly social media manipulated projection of physicality. We are particularly pleased with this effort

as it enlarged the scope of our Festivities Project while keeping us committed to our objective of making a

difference both to the physical and emotional needs of our beneficiaries.

Cooked food

150 Halal dum biryani bento sets ordered from a restaurant

were donated to NuLife by Mr & Mrs Manosh as a goodwill

gesture to celebrate their nuptial vows. NuLife reached out to

Anglican Family Centre and Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s

Home for this distribution effort. 

Anglican Family Centre received 70 bento sets and Chen Su Lan

Methodist Children’s Home received 55 bento sets. A total of 21

bento sets were given to six NuLife staff. The Braveheart

volunteers who assisted us with the delivery of the bento sets to

both collaborating agencies also received four bento sets.

Seminars and Workshops

Food rations

Our distribution efforts around the festive Deepavali period were focused on kindling empathy,

kindness and generosity towards our less fortunate brethren and fostering a united front in the face

of the continuing hardships brought on by the pandemic. We attempted to bring some joy and

comfort to our most vulnerable beneficiaries blighted by recurrent financial and emotional crises.

The generous support of Ms Susila Ganesan, Dr Indrayogan and team allowed us to distribute 150

packets of assorted rations, goodies and provisions to 30 beneficiary families island-wide on October

23. The packets were personally delivered to beneficiary residences with the assistance of a team

from KC Boyz in complete compliance with safe management measures. NuLife was delighted to

partner with KC Boyz, a group of tight-knit volunteers who have supported a variety of NuLife

initiatives over the past year. 

Festive cookies platter 

We organised the distribution of 50 cookie platters – hand-baked in kind

– by Ms S Chandrakala (owner of home-based LuizBakez) to 35 NuLife

in-house, locum and intern counsellors as a gesture of appreciation for

their untiring commitment towards the overwhelming number of

beneficiaries who approached us with mental health and wellness

concerns over the past two years. Fifteen cookie platters were also

distributed to collaborating partner, Morning Star Community Services,

on October 30. Morning Star Community Services, a registered

Institution of a Public Character (IPC) charity, strives to empower

individuals and families and build vibrant communities through the

provision of after-school care, temporary caregiving services and the

provision of early intervention programmes, family life education

workshops and counselling.

The freshly baked treats were delivered in a timely manner on October 28

and 29, thanks to the assistance of a team from ECCSG, a group of motor

enthusiasts vested in paying it forward. 

Shoe cabinets

ECC SG’s commitment to spreading festive cheer was cemented through a fund-

raising drive that raised $4000 towards the purchase of 20 two-door and 5 three-

door shoe cabinets by NuLife from NOVA Furnishing. The diligently sourced shoe

cabinets took into consideration the requirements and living conditions of the 25

deserving households that received this home furnishing through the month of

November. 

A selection of NuLife beneficiaries and beneficiaries identified by partner agencies in

the Northeast constituency were chosen to receive the two-door and three-door

shoe cabinets in relation to the size of their households. This made a necessary but

often unaffordable item of home furnishing available in these homes and contributed

towards improving overall health and hygiene standards.

Coping with the loss of a loved one

'There is no right or wrong in grief; we need to accept whatever form it takes, both in ourselves and          

in others’

The online bi-lingual seminar we facilitated on July 29 in collaboration with Sirpigal Mandram explored

the vast abyss of grief and the heart-breaking journey of coming to terms with the loss of a loved

one. Participants gained valuable insight into the mechanism of grief – its many forms, identifiable signs

and symptoms and some commonly held myths and misconceptions. The seminar also explored some of

the ways in which one could help oneself or a loved one and highlighted the different resources available

in the community to support the understanding and gradual acceptance of loss. 

Sirpigal  Mandram, a registered not-for-profit Indian youth society, was inaugurated in 2006 by              

 Minister Dr Vivian Balakrishnan at the Sree Narayana Mission.

Welcome to this fourth edition of our newsletter and a quick snapshot of what has kept us buzzing since we

last connected with you in June 2021. As we continue to comply with the safe management measures that

are helping us ride out the Omicron variant, our thoughts are with all our frontline workers who continue to

work tirelessly to keep our communities safe and healthy. 

The second half of 2021 saw us actively engaged with partner agencies in the Aljunied GRC. We tried to keep

our extended family of clients, volunteers and beneficiaries connected through workshops and outreach

efforts during a period when we were unable to facilitate activities requiring active volunteer participation.
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H.O.P.E. Online Wellness Series (first run)(                  )H.O.P.EH.O.P.E  .  . .   .H.O.P.EH.O.P.E  
The H.O.P.E. Online Wellness Series was conceived in response to the increased focus on our physical

and emotional well-being as we struggled to grapple with the unprecedented challenges brought about

by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The series, to be delivered in three runs, presents a set of easy to

follow exercises that emphasise technique, posture and breathing to help prevent injury and contribute

to our long-term strength, stamina and mobility. This online workshop - supported by funding from the

North East Community Development Council and devised in collaboration with Physio Asia Therapy

Centre - mirrors NuLife’s long-standing interest in the overall health and welfare of our clients. 

The first run comprised eight weekly workshops from September 9 to October 28. NuLife staff, intern

counsellors, locum counsellors, committee members and members of the general public were among

the 300 enthusiastic participants who logged in on eight Thursday evenings for a guided understanding

of safe exercising practices, proper breathing techniques and pain management measures that also

underlined the importance of stretching and relaxation as critical components of an exercise routine.

Participants were given a welcome kit comprising a hot/cold pack or massage ball as a token of

appreciation for their commitment. 

NuLife is looking forward to delivering the second and third run of the H.O.P.E. Online Wellness Series

from January to March 2022 in conjunction with Physio Asia Therapy Centre.



Christmas 2021

Projects

Happy New Year
We wish you all a fantastic Year of the Tiger and look forward to

connecting with you all in the near future.

And there is more...

Robinhood 

The festive period saw us receive numerous calls from donors and well-wishers

with pre-loved household furnishings and accessories to donate. The Robinhood

project, one of our most successful initiatives, enabled the delivery of these items

to deserving beneficiary homes. This project matches pre-loved items with

households that are unable to upgrade these household essentials due to their

financial condition. Please get in touch with us at 63008706 if you are aware of a

family that would benefit from this project.

Volunteering OpportunitiesVolunteering Opportunities

NuLife wants to hear from you if you have IT, computer or photographyNuLife wants to hear from you if you have IT, computer or photography

skills or any experience in creating brochures and pamphlets. We’reskills or any experience in creating brochures and pamphlets. We’re

looking for interested volunteers who are keen on devoting their time andlooking for interested volunteers who are keen on devoting their time and

professional talents to a charity and gaining valuable work experience inprofessional talents to a charity and gaining valuable work experience in

return.return.

Please send your cover letter, resume and work experience (if any) byPlease send your cover letter, resume and work experience (if any) by

email to email to ccs@nulife.com.sgccs@nulife.com.sg..  

GIRO DonationGIRO Donation

COVID-19 continues to adversely impact our fund-raising efforts. We areCOVID-19 continues to adversely impact our fund-raising efforts. We are

focussed on trying to garner funds through a GIRO Donation Drivefocussed on trying to garner funds through a GIRO Donation Drive

targeted at $5 or $10 monthly GIRO donations from communitytargeted at $5 or $10 monthly GIRO donations from community

members who believe in us and what we do. Please spread the word somembers who believe in us and what we do. Please spread the word so

we can continue our efforts to help those who most need our help.we can continue our efforts to help those who most need our help.

We make every dollar count!We make every dollar count!

Please e-mail Please e-mail giro@nulife.com.sggiro@nulife.com.sg or contact us at 92737257 and a NuLife or contact us at 92737257 and a NuLife

staff member will be in touch to assist you with the standing instructions.staff member will be in touch to assist you with the standing instructions.

...

NuLife goes digital!

The dedication of our staff and interns saw us achieve one of our key

objectives for 2021 – the complete digitisation of NuLife. We no longer

store physical files and this has helped us eliminate expenditure related to

storage.

Special thanks to our Chairperson,

Ms Jacqueline Tan 

NuLife staff members ushered in the new year

on December 31 with a delicious lunch at

Jumbo SeNuLife staff members ushered in the

new year on December 31 with a delicious

lunch hosted by NuLife director Ms Jacqueline

Tan at Jumbo Seafood. Our grateful thanks to

Ms Tan for this special treat on the last day of

2021.

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) signed with

Followerz Road Club

The MOU signed with Followerz Road Club marks our commitment

to partner with volunteer groups interested in collaborating with us

on outreach efforts that add value to the lives of our beneficiaries.

NuLife looks forward to signing MOUs with volunteer groups

interested in collaborating on outreach projects so the objectives of

both NuLife and the volunteer group are met in the larger interests

of the beneficiaries served.

Gift distribution with Eagles Car Club SG (ECC SG)

ECC SG was instrumental in spearheading a second Christmas gift

distribution effort for 31 children of NuLife beneficiaries. ECC SG

raised funds to finance the purchase of holiday presents that were

also chosen by the children and their parents. This gesture, much

appreciated by the children who were eager to mark the holiday

season with a special token, rounded up the second half of 2021 for

us.

We look forward to forging an even stronger and dynamic

relationship with ECC SG in 2022. 

Gift distribution with Kinetik Conceptz (KC Boyz)

We continued our Festivities project with the island-wide distribution of

Christmas gifts to 49 children of NuLife beneficiaries on December 30.

This attempt to bring some cheer at the end of a challenging year

dominated by new variants of the coronavirus was made possible thanks

to the active co-operation of KC Boyz.

The selected children and their parents provided a wish list that was

handed over to KC Boyz. The gifts, purchased by KC Boyz, were then

distributed to each household by a KC Boyz volunteer and NuLife staff

member. We were delighted when we were told about the enthusiasm

and excitement with which our team of two was greeted in each

household.

A similar joint Christmas gift distribution effort marked the beginning of

the NuLife and KC Boyz partnership in 2020. We are grateful to have

been able to continue the tradition this year and are looking forward to

keeping it going in the years to come. 

www.nulife.com.sgwww.nulife.com.sg NuLife CounsellingNuLife Counselling nulife_counsellingnulife_counselling

We look forward to hearing from you! Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us directly orWe look forward to hearing from you! Don’t hesitate to get in touch with us directly or

through our social media platforms on Facebook or Instagram to tell us what you think.through our social media platforms on Facebook or Instagram to tell us what you think.  

In the meantime, do appreciate yourself and stay connected!In the meantime, do appreciate yourself and stay connected!  

Blk 153A Serangoon North Ave 1, #02-456/8, Singapore 551153Blk 153A Serangoon North Ave 1, #02-456/8, Singapore 551153                  Tel: 6300 8706 / 6900 0437 / 9734 1560Tel: 6300 8706 / 6900 0437 / 9734 1560                ccs@nulife.com.sgccs@nulife.com.sg

Project MEALanthropy

We were able to continue with this much appreciated

initiative reuniting counsellors and a select number of

clients in a relaxed setting thanks to the support of our

partners The Patio, Casuarina Curry and Sri Sun Express.

We are thankful for their whole-hearted support to this

project for Year 2021. 
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